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Term of Reference 
Develop the Media and Communication Manual for the Rivers Coalition in Cambodia 

 
Rationale 
The NGO Forum on Cambodia coordinates the Rivers Coalition in Cambodia (RCC) which is a 
national network organization working on the water governance of the Mekong River and NRM 
in Cambodia. The network has the mission to support the RGC’s policy process to ensure 
sustainable and inclusive governance of the water ecosystem, specifically focusing on the 
transboundary environmental impact of the hydropower infrastructure project on the Mekong 
mainstream and its tributaries. The network currently consists of 43-member organizations from 
across the country, working together to achieve a common goal. The NGO Forum has been 
functioning as a secretariat by ensuring regular network meetings, providing capacity building for 
the member organizations, conducting evidence-based research and documentation, and ensuring 
effective media and communication. 
 
As part of our media and communication strategy and to communicate our message with the public 
effectively, the NGOF/RCC plans to develop a media and communication manual. The purpose of 
developing this manual is to provide guidance to RCC Secretariat and member organizations to 
communicate the message effectively to the public. The manual will instruct how to develop an 
effective media article and press statement; how to use media to effectively communicate with the 
public and engage with media institutions in echoing our message widely; and a contact list of 
media institutions and journalists. The NGOF/RCC is looking for an interested and experienced 
consultant to develop the media and communication manual by addressing the above concerns. 
Once the manual is developed, coaching will be organized to train RCC member organizations on 
how to use the manual, on the other hand, the training will also include writing skills on media 
articles and press statements, and how to engage media in our campaign, and be a good 
spokesperson. 
 
The objective of the assignment 
Design Media and Communication Manual for the Rivers Coalition in Cambodia for their 
advocacy strategy through media engagement and provide coaching and training on media article 
writing skills to member organizations. 
 
Deliverables 
Two main deliverables 

• The media and communication manual in Khmer language. 
• Training and coaching sessions to orient the manual and writing skills. 
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Timeline 
An interested consultant is required to have the assignment completed in 30 days (January 2023). 
The detailed timeline shall be made by a consultant within the given timeframe. 
 
Role and Responsibilities 
A consultant will perform the following tasks: 

1. Submit a workplan that details how the work is going to be done; 
2. Develop a proposed table of content of the media and communication manual, including 

media tools for effective communication, and submit it to NGOF for discussion and 
approval; 

3. Draft the completed manual; 
4. Present the draft to RCC members for comment and feedback; 
5. Finalize the manual; and 
6. Provide training and coaching sessions to RCC members. 

 
Requirements 
Interested consultants shall have: 
• A university degree in the field of media and communication, journalism, and related field. 
• Experiences in the journalism field. 
• Knowledge of the Mekong River, hydropower project development, and its issues are 

advanced. 
• Knowledge of gender mainstreaming in the design of the manual. 

 
How to Apply 
NGO Forum requests for expressions of interest from individuals or consulting firms with the 
experience and skills described above. The expression of interest shall include: 
• A cover letter describing how the skills and competencies mentioned above are met. 
• Curriculum vitae detailing relevant skills and experience and including referees.  
• The proposal includes a division of work concerning methodology, a details budget, time, and 

a proper work plan. 
 


